POS

#

TE

42

Scout Name (Last, First)

Prospect (Last, First)

Elby, Rashad

Clay, Charles

PLAYER INFO
TEAM

DRAFT YR – ROUND – TEAM

Miami Dolphins

2011 – 6 – MIA

DATE OF BIRTH (AGE)

COLLEGE

February 13, 1989 (25)

TULSA (OKTU)

PRO POSITIONS

FLAGS

TE/H/FB/Short Yardage RB

N/A

BEST

Versatile, Route Running, Play Speed

WORST

Play Strength, Size

Versatile prospect able to contribute at multiple positions. Shows the ability to stretch defense
PROJECTION or work underneath in progression routes. Displays the willingness to block and can be used on
special teams.

MEASURABLES

Tapes Viewed

Height

Arm

6030

33"

Weight

Vertical

255

33.5"

Speed

Pro/3 Cone

4.73

N/A / 7.07

2013 MIA at IND
2013 MIA at NE
2013 MIA at TB
2013 MIA at NYJ
2013 MIA at PIT

SUMMARY
4th year TE who has been the primary starter for MIA the past 2 seasons. Versatile piece who has been lined up split
out, in the slot, in a 3 point stance or as an H in the backfield. Has adequate frame and good athletic ability for the
position. Has a quick first step off the ball and uses his hands to keep LBs from pressing him. Is able to stretch the
field vertically either working the seams or outside the numbers. Uses his athleticism and foot speed to create
separation at the top of his stem. Is a natural pass catcher, showing the ability to adjust to the football, as well as
track the deep ball. Can make first man miss in space and runs with power in the open field. Is a willing blocker in
the run game who will not shy away from contact using proper pad level and technique. Has the foot speed to work
laterally showing the ability to Zone block and work to the second level. Plays with a good base and balance when
blocking in space. Gets out of his stance quick in pass pro with a good kick slide forcing the rusher to get wide. Lacks
the ideal from for LOS blocking and will struggle against a strong bull rush, especially in the 5 and 7 step passing
game. His hands can get wide when blocking levels or in space. Is prone to allowing the pocket to collapse if play is
extended. Overall, a versatile piece that can align in multiple positions and use his speed, quickness and
comprehension of route running concepts to beat most LBs, safeties and nickels. A viable option to carry the football
in short yardage downs. Should not be depended upon to be a stabilizing force in the run game due to his size.

